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Abstract
This project deals with the problem of finding efficient solutions for a set of applications
requiring intensive computation by using a parallel and/or distributed computing. Applications of this project come from two different research areas where our group has got a
great experience. One subset of applications belongs to the image processing field, where
new proposal for the 3D reconstruction, segmentation and visualization of 3D scenes,
compression, transmission, managing images, etc. problems can only be solved by using
multicomputer systems. The second subset of applications is related to the field of Global
optimization where many irregular problems arise. They will be treated in two different aspects: a) designing new algorithms with parallel properties and novel accelerating
devices, and b) implementing these new algorithms on heterogeneous multicomputer platforms. In this project we also will deal with the set of problems related to progressive
image and video transmission.
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1

Project Goals

Globally, the goal of our project consists of searching for efficient and feasible solutions to computationally expensive problems by creating parallel algorithms and experimenting with their
implementation on parallel and distributed computers. This project deals with real life applications coming from several fields. All these applications represent a special class of problems
characterized by managing irregular and dynamic data structures. Efficient parallelizations of
these algorithms involve the use of (i) parallel computing on supercomputers or networks of
workstations, (ii) sophisticated code optimization techniques, (iii) intelligent use of hierarchical
memory systems in the computers and (iv) awareness of communication latencies. From the
experience of the design and parallelization of several algorithms, theoretical models for a wide
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set of irregular problems can be designed. This global and general goal can be described by
the following specific objectives:
1. Algorithms for 3D Image Reconstruction and image processing. This work
concerns the analysis of several aspects of 3D Image Reconstruction from Projections
problem: (i) We are interested in investigating new iterative algorithms based on the
concept of Blobs which from a theoretical point of view should produce more accurate
results than the traditional voxel based methods, and therefore provide visually better reconstructed volumes; (ii) designing a new methodology for testing iterative reconstruction
methods and image registration and translational alignment by the use of multidimensional global optimization methods; (iii) developing parallel implementations of these
algorithms for 3D image reconstruction from projections which will allow to determine
the 3D structure of large volumes in reasonable computation time from the execution on
parallel computer architectures. We are interested in finding general parallel strategies
which efficiently run on different parallel systems such as a distributed-shared memory
multiprocessor or a cluster of processors. In the context of this project, strategies for 2D
images have also been analyzed and their parallel version developed and evaluated.
2. Global Optimization Algorithms. This part of our project concerns the development of both stochastic and deterministic global optimization algorithms. We study
these algorithms from several perspectives: (i) Theoretical, where new techniques are
mathematically analyzed; (ii) technical by implementing and evaluating the new algorithms, both sequential and parallel alternatives and (iii) applied by using our methods
for solving real life problems.
3. Matrix Computation and Workload balancing for Parallel Algorithms. This
topic concerns with the study of algorithms which typically work with sparse matrices,
so that irregular computations due to the irregularity of the sparse matrices appear. We
specifically deal with the eigenvalue-eigenvector problem for huge and sparse matrices
from a parallel computing point of view, so proposing new models and strategies for data
distribution, studying the workload balance and memory management problems.
4. Video and Image Compression Transmission. Our group is interested in developing a modules based software for image and video compression. This software must be
able to work as a Lossy and a Lossless compression method, depending on the requirements of the system where it is used. Our interests mainly address to the progressive
image transmission based on JPEG 2000 and on the development of new techniques for
streaming video over the Internet.

2

Degree of project success
1. Algorithms for 3D Image Reconstruction and image processing. We have analyzed the application of blob-based series expansion methods in electron tomography of
complex biological specimens, with a special emphasis on the computational perspective.
First, we have made use of efficient iterative methods to tackle the problem of image
reconstruction. Additionally, high performance computing (HPC) techniques have been
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applied to face the high computational demands and take advantage of parallel systems.
The new iterative reconstruction methods we have implemented are very efficient, providing least squares solutions in a small number of iterations. In this are, the use of High
Performance Computing will allow us to deal with grand challenge applications currently
unapproachable by uni-processor systems due to the computational resource requirements
[1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18]. Parallel implementations of a
region growing segmentation algorithm based on the Split-and-Merge approach have also
been carried out. The region growing problem is representative of a class of irregular
problems requiring the use of specific load balancing schemes to achieve efficient parallel
implementations. In our parallel approaches we propose and analyze several dynamic
load balancing schemes [19].
2. Global Optimization Algorithms. Our research deals with two different methods:
Deterministic and stochastic global optimization. Our group has been working on both
alternatives from four different points of view: (i) mathematical by designing new reliable
methods; (ii) technical by implementing and evaluating algorithms; (iii) applied by testing
algorithms for real problems and (iv) high performance computing by implementing parallel solutions on multiprocessors. The deterministic global optimization algorithms are
based on Branch and Bound and Interval Arithmetic. Some of our contributions consisted
on devising new support functions and selection, subdivision and rejection criteria. The
first zero crossing point for a real function and finding the minimal root in a set of multiextremal one-dimensional functions were also studied. Based on our new algorithms,
solutions for practical problems such as packing circles in a square, facility location or
ray tracing have been analyzed [20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25]. The stochastic global optimization algorithms we have developed are of a population type. More specifically we have
studied and developed new parallel global optimization algorithms and they have been
used for solving problems from the field of image processing [26, 27, 28]. Multi-objective
meta-heuristics pareto-based algorithms for solving the graph-partitioning problem have
also been analyzed [29, 30, 31, 32, 33, 34, 35].
3. Matrix Computation and Workload balancing for Parallel Algorithms. We
have developed efficient parallel implementations of the eigenproblem of large, symmetric and sparse matrices based on the Lanczos methods for tridiagonalizing matrices. Two
different approaches to the eigenproblem have been parallelized: One based on the Bisection and the Inverse Iteration methods and the other based on the Divide-and-Conquer
method. Our interest has also been focused on designing data partitions which obtain
load balance of both sparse and dense structures, simultaneously. This data distribution
problem has been formulated as a Set Partitioning Problem subject to the uniformity constraint. Two heuristic strategies for data distribution based on permutations have been
proposed: ABO (Average Based Ordering) and GPB (Generalized Pivoting Block).Both
methods include a pre-process stage of low computational cost [36, 37, 38, 39, 40]
4. Video and Image Compression Transmission. In this topic of our project, we have
introduced a lossless progressive image transmission system (LPIC) based on a specific
wavelet transform and the efficient encoding method known as SPIHT for the potential
application in telemicroscopy, teleastronomy and telemedicine environments. The performance of the system has been measured by means of a task oriented methodology
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that guarantees objective comparisons. In the field of video compression we have studied
and tested several methods to improve the scalability features of the compressed data for
streaming video systems. [41, 42, 43, 44, 45, 46, 47, 48]

3

Indicators of results

Currently, J.A. Martı́nez, J.F. Sanjuan, J.A. Álvarez, S. Tabik, R. Baños, M.F. López and
J.L. Redondo are working on their PhDs. Most of the results obtained from our research in
this project have been published as papers in relevant scientific journals (21 papers) and as
chapters of books or proceedings of international conferences (more than 25 articles). Some
of our results have been transferred to the industry by a contract for a research project with
the firm TEDIAL (Tecnologias Digitales Audiovisuales, S.L.). The objective of this project is
to create tools for progressive and lossless image transmission, and decoding DICOM files. In
the field of parallelization of 3D image reconstruction from projections we have been working
in an international project: Parallel Computing of 3D Biological Structures and New Methods
for Querying Databases (Convenio de Cooperacion Cientifica y Tecnologica entre España y
los Estados Unidos. Ministerio de Asuntos Exteriores). In this project, besides our research
group, the CNB (Centro Nacional de Biotecnologia) and the National Center for Microscopy
and Imaging Research (university of California) took part. Our group has also been funded
by the Ministerio de Asuntos Exteriores for the Hungarian and Spanish cooperation program.
The project Reliable Methods for Global Optimization and its Parallel Implementation was
carried out by our group and the group coordinated by Dr. T. Csendes of the University of
Szeged (Hungary). A summary of our cooperation is: Centro Nacional de Biotecnologia
and the National Center for Microscopy and Imaging Research for parallel computing
3D image reconstruction from projections for biological structures (see references [1, 2, 3, 4, 5,
6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 26, 27, 28, 18]). In the field of Global optimization:
Dept. of Informatics, Univ. of Szeged (Hungary), Univ. della Calabria (Italy)
[20, 21, 22, 23, 24], and Univ. of Wageningen (The Netherlands) [45, 46].
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